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[1] We use two atmospheric general circulation models (AGCMs), the ECHAM-4 and the
GISS II models, to analyze the interannual variability of d18O in precipitation over the
tropical Americas. Several different simulations with isotopic tracers forced with observed
global sea surface temperatures (SST) between 1950 and 1998 reveal the influence of
varying temperature, precipitation amount, and moisture source contributions on the
predicted d18O distribution. Observational evidence from climatic (NCEP-NCAR) and
sparse stable isotope (IAEA-GNIP) data is used to evaluate model performance. The
models capture the essential features of surface climate over the tropical Americas in terms
of both their spatial and temporal characteristics. Using a low-resolution model (GISS II),
adjusted to provide a more realistic Andean topography, or a higher-resolution model
(ECHAM-4 T106) leads to an improved d18O distribution over the tropical Americas with
an altitude effect comparable to observations. Water vapor transport and gradual rainout
and increasingly depleted composition of water vapor along its trajectory are correctly
simulated in both models, although the ECHAM model appears to underestimate the
continentality effect over the Amazon basin. A significant dependence of d18O on the
precipitation amount is apparent in both models, in accordance with observations, while
the influence of temperature seems to be less significant in most regions and is accurately
reproduced by the ECHAM model only. Over most regions, however, the d18O signal in
precipitation is influenced by a combination of factors, such as precipitation amount,
temperature, moisture source variability, and atmospheric circulation changes. Over parts
of the tropical Americas, the d18O signal is therefore also significantly correlated with
ENSO because ENSO is an integrator of many factors affecting the d18O composition of
precipitation. INDEX TERMS: 1620 Global Change: Climate dynamics (3309); 3337 Meteorology and
Atmospheric Dynamics: Numerical modeling and data assimilation; 9360 Information Related to Geographic
Region: South America; 4215 Oceanography: General: Climate and interannual variability (3309);
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1. Introduction
[2] Stable water isotopes H2
18O and HDO in meteoric
waters (rain and snow) reveal a close relationship with
certain climatic parameters such as air temperature or
amount of precipitation. Dansgaard [1964] first described
a strong spatial correlation between surface temperature and
d18O = {[(18O/16O)sample/(
18O/16O)SMOW] 1}  1000,
expressed in permil, where SMOW stands for standard
mean ocean water. This relationship has since been used
to extract paleoclimatic information from records of past
precipitation preserved in ice cores, groundwater, speleo-
thems, fluid inclusions, lake sediments, etc. While the link
between the isotopic signature of the precipitation and
climate is in general quite well established in polar regions,
this is much less the case in midlatitudes and the tropics. As
shown by Rozanski and Aragua´s-Aragua´s [1995] and
others, the seasonal cycles of temperature (albeit very weak)
and d18O composition of precipitation in the tropics are
often opposed to each other, that is, high (low) temperatures
coincide with more depleted (enriched) d18O values. This
phenomenon is usually interpreted in the sense that the d18O
composition of precipitation reflects precipitation amount
rather than temperature, because at low latitudes high
temperatures and rainy season tend to coincide. This
‘‘amount effect’’ is caused by the small-scale vertical
convection associated with precipitation in the tropics. As
condensation proceeds, the isotopically enriched molecules
are preferentially removed, leaving the isotopic composition
of the remaining vapor increasingly lighter. The stronger the
convective nature of a particular rainfall event, the higher
the total amount of precipitation and thus the more depleted
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the isotopic composition of this rainwater. As oceanic air
masses move inland and lose water through precipitation,
the remaining atmospheric water vapor therefore becomes
progressively depleted in heavy isotopes (‘‘continentality
effect’’). Once the water vapor reaches an orographic
obstacle, the adiabatic cooling and precipitation associated
with rising air masses (‘‘altitude effect’’) will further con-
tribute to the depletion of this air mass [e.g., Grabczak et
al., 1983; Gonfiantini et al., 2001].
[3] The isotopic composition of precipitation can also
shift due to a change of the dominant source regions for
precipitation at a given site [e.g., Charles et al., 1994; Cole
et al., 1999] or because of a change in the seasonality of
precipitation. The climatic signal recorded in a paleoarchive
of ancient precipitation only represents the climate situation
during the precipitation event itself. If during the past, the
seasonality of precipitation was different (i.e., different
seasonal distribution of the precipitation), this might have
caused a significant shift of the isotopic signal, even though
the mean annual temperature or snowfall amount might
have remained the same [Steig et al., 1994; Krinner et al.,
1997; Werner et al., 2000a].
[4] Despite all the uncertainty about what might have
caused past variability in stable isotopic records at low
latitudes, these records are usually interpreted in a way
similar to those from high latitudes, that is, as a proxy for
local air temperature [e.g., Thompson et al., 2000]. Clearly,
there is a need to improve the interpretation of tropical
paleorecords, but there is also an inadequate understanding
of what controls the modern spatiotemporal pattern and
variability of d18O in precipitation at low latitudes. Unfortu-
nately, the observational data in the International Atomic
Energy Agency-Global Network of Isotopes in Precipitation
(IAEA-GNIP) database is rather sparse and most of the
available records are very short. An analysis of the d18O-
climate relationship for a given region will thus always be
incomplete if it is based on observational evidence alone,
because of inadequate data coverage, but even more so
because the different factors acting upon the d18O compo-
sition cannot be individually accounted for. Atmospheric
general circulation models (AGCMs), which include stable
isotopic tracers, however, are able to capture the essential
physical mechanisms behind the fractionation processes of
d18O in precipitation [Jouzel et al., 1991, 1996, 2000; Cole
et al., 1993, 1999; Joussaume and Jouzel, 1993; Hoffmann
and Heimann, 1997; Hoffmann et al., 1998, 2000; Werner et
al., 2000b; Werner and Heimann, 2002]. Every process in
the AGCM that transports water between grid boxes is
extended in the isotopic tracer model to transport the water
isotope tracers as well. When the transport involves a
change of phase, the model uses isotopic fractionation
equations to distribute the isotopes between the phases.
The model transports the water isotopes between atmos-
pheric grid boxes and among the surface reservoirs with the
same processes used to transport regular water. Isotopic
fractionation, including both equilibrium and kinetic effects,
is accounted for at every change of phase, that is, surface
evaporation, condensation, and reevaporation or falling
precipitation.
[5] Here we present results from several AGCM experi-
ments using the NASA-GISS II and ECHAM-4 models
under varying modern boundary conditions. We limit our
analysis to d18O, although the models are also capable of
simulating the stable isotopic tracer deuterium, dD, and thus
the deuterium excess d = dD  8d18O [Dansgaard, 1964],
used as a proxy of the climatic conditions (relative humidity,
wind speed, and air temperature) at the evaporative (oce-
anic) moisture source [e.g., Armengaud et al., 1998; Hoff-
mann et al., 2001].
[6] The aim of this study is to compare the model results
with the available observational IAEA-GNIP data to see
how well the models reproduce the observed spatiotemporal
distribution of d18O in precipitation. Given that the models
perform reasonably well, we will then analyze what climatic
controls act on d18O in precipitation under modern con-
ditions over the tropical Americas (40N–40S/120W–
0). In a companion paper [Vuille et al., 2003], we use the
same two models to simulate the stable isotopic composi-
tion of three ice cores from the tropical Andes.
[7] In the next section, we present the different model
experiments and the observational data we used in this
study. Section 3 includes a comparison of the diagnostics
from the different model experiments with observational
data from IAEA-GNIP and the National Centers for Envi-
ronmental Prediction-National Center for Atmospheric
Research (NCEP-NCAR) reanalysis project [Kalnay et al.,
1996]. Section 4 is a discussion of the relative importance of
several climatic controls on stable isotope variability, such
as temperature, precipitation amount, changes in moisture
source, and the El Nin˜o-Southern Oscillation (ENSO)
phenomenon. Section 5 ends with a discussion of the results
and some concluding remarks.
2. Model Experiments and Observational
Database
[8] The AGCMs used in this study are the NASA-GISS II
[Hansen et al., 1983; Jouzel et al., 1987] and the Hamburg
ECHAM-4 isotope models [Roeckner et al., 1996; Hoff-
mann et al., 1998]. Jouzel et al. [1991] have demonstrated
that the GISS model successfully reproduces the important
features of present-day global isotope distributions, includ-
ing the spatial correlations between isotope concentration
and temperature at middle to high latitudes and between
isotope concentration and precipitation amount at low
latitudes. Hoffmann et al. [1998] have demonstrated the
validity of the ECHAM model when simulating isotopic
altitude effects in the Andes and the Himalayas, the amount
effect in the tropics, and the effects of continentality and
seasonality, and Werner and Heimann [2002] used the
ECHAM-4 model to simulate interannual variability of
d18O and dD in polar regions.
[9] Our GISS II experiments are based on a new version
of the model, which includes a higher spatial resolution of
4lat.  5long. with nine vertical layers based on sigma
levels, running in improved double precision, and with
improvements to the land surface radiation scheme, and
replacement of the radiation module from model II0
[Hansen et al., 1997]. The ECHAM-4 isotope model is
based on a hybrid sigma-pressure coordinate system and
was run with triangular truncation at both wave numbers
30 (T30  3.75lat.  3.75long.) and 106 (T106 
1.1lat.  1.1long.) including 19 vertical layers from
surface to 30 hPa.
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[10] All three model experiments (GISS II, ECHAM-4
T30, ECHAM-4 T106) were run with modern boundary
conditions and forced with observed global sea surface
temperatures (SST). The GISS simulation is based on
atmospheric model intercomparison project I (AMIP I)
and Reynolds Optimum Interpolation SST, while the
ECHAM model uses global sea-ice and sea surface temper-
ature 2.2 (GISST 2.2) data. While greenhouse gas concen-
trations were kept at a constant modern level in the GISS II
and the ECHAM-4 T106 runs, these levels were adjusted
annually in the ECHAM-4 T30 experiment (Table 1). The
three experiments were run for an unequal length of time,
which should be kept in mind when comparing output
between the different simulations. ECHAM-4 T30 is the
longest run, starting in 1903, but we limit our analysis to the
period 1950–1994, for which the SST forcing is more
reliable and the model performance can realistically be
evaluated using NCEP-NCAR reanalysis and IAEA-GNIP
stable isotope data. The ECHAM-4 T106 (1979–1998) and
the GISS II (1980–1997) experiments essentially cover the
last two decades. The first year in all the runs was discarded
to avoid data problems with model equilibration during
spin-up time.
[11] The GISS II model further includes isotopic tracers,
that is, water evaporating from a source is tagged upon
evaporation and the tag is only lost when the water
molecule falls as precipitation. Thus water molecules pre-
cipitating over the targeted areas can be traced back to their
evaporative source area [Koster et al., 1986]. This allows us
to quantify exactly the relative contribution of different
evaporative source regions to a region’s given precipitation
and to assess the d18O signature of the different source
regions over each grid cell [Charles et al., 1994]. We
divided the global grid into 26 continental and oceano-
graphic regions, each of which encompasses a zone with a
reasonably uniform climate (Figure 1a). The model tracks
both changes in the isotopic content of precipitation and the
contribution to local precipitation from each of these 26
regions. Since we limit the analysis of our results to the
tropical Americas, only a subsample of the 26 source
regions will be shown and discussed. A similar tagging
experiment was performed in a 10-year control simulation
with the ECHAM-4 model in T30 resolution, using modern
SST climatology. The source region delineation (Figure 1b)
is based on the mean SST field [Werner et al., 2001] and
therefore somewhat different from the GISS experiment,
where the applied source region delineation is strictly zonal.
[12] Both the GISS II and the ECHAM-4 T106 model
experiments have an improved horizontal resolution, when
compared to earlier studies [e.g., Cole et al., 1993, 1999;
Hoffmann et al., 1998]. While the topography in the
ECHAM T106 model resolves the Andean cordillera in a
reasonable manner, the 4lat.  5long. resolution of the
GISS model is still too coarse for an accurate representation
of the Andes. In order to better reflect this topographical










GISS II CTR-NORM 5 years 4  5 global SST climatology regular GISS II topography Yes
GISS II CTR-RAIS 5 years 4  5 global SST climatology Andean Cordillera raised
to 90th percentile
Yes
ECHAM-4 T30 CTR 10 years 3.75  3.75 global SST climatology regular T30 topography Yes
Modern climate simulations
GISS II 1980–97 4  5 observed global SST 1980–97 Andean Cordillera raised
to 90th percentile
Yes
ECHAM-4 T30 1950–94 3.75  3.75 observed global SST,
greenhouse gases 1950–94
regular T30 topography No
ECHAM-4 T106 1979–98 1.1  1.1 observed global SST 1979–98 regular T106 topography No
Figure 1. Source regions for tagging experiments of water
vapor and d18O of precipitation in (a) GISS II (1980–1997)
and (b) ECHAM-4T30CTR simulation [Werner et al., 2001].
Source regions relevant to the tropical Americas regions
(outlined in dashed thick black line) are indicated with capital
letters: A, North America; B, tropical North Pacific; C,
tropical North Atlantic; D, equatorial Pacific; E, tropical
South America; F, equatorial Atlantic; G, tropical South
Pacific; H, subtropical South America; and I, tropical South
Atlantic. Note that H forms part of region E in Figure 1b.
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wall in the atmosphere created by the Andes, we therefore
changed the grid cell elevation in the GISS model along the
Andes from the 50th percentile (z50) to the 90th percentile
(z90). The new grid cell elevation z90 was determined by
means of a 300 digital elevation model (GTOPO 30) and is
defined as the elevation at which 90% (10%) of the area
within each 4  5 grid cell lies below (above) z90. This
procedure resulted in Andean cordillera grid cells reaching
elevations as high as 4500 m in the Central Andes, while
before the highest grid cell did not exceed 2580 m. Since
such a procedure may cause severe changes in the modeled
atmospheric circulation, we performed a 7-year control run
with both the conventional (GISS CTR-NORM) and the
new raised topography (GISS CTR-RAIS) to investigate
the effects of the raised topography before applying it to the
GISS 1980–1997 experiment. The first two simulation
years were used for model spin-up and excluded from the
analysis of the control experiments. No changes in top-
ography were applied to the ECHAM simulations. An
overview over the different model experiments is given in
Table 1.
[13] The model performance is analyzed in section 3
based on NCEP-NCAR reanalysis fields [Kalnay et al.,
1996] and the IAEA-GNIP stable isotope database. The
NCEP-NCAR reanalysis fields are not purely observational,
but represent a blend between observational and model data.
Nonetheless, they are considered to quite realistically por-
tray the state of the atmosphere on diurnal to interannual
timescales. We used monthly data of surface temperature
and precipitation on a 2.5  2.5 grid between 1950 and
1998. In addition, we extracted monthly data of surface
temperature, precipitation, and d18O in precipitation from all
available IAEA-GNIP stations between 40N and 40S and
120W and 0 with a record length of at least 24 months.
3. Model Performance
3.1. Mean Climate
[14] The long-term mean precipitation (Figure 2) and
surface air temperature (Figure 3) patterns during austral
(DJF) and boreal summer (JJA) for both GISS II control
runs and all modern climate simulations are shown and
compared with the observational output from NCEP-NCAR
reanalysis. All experiments capture the essential character-
istics of summer precipitation over the tropical Americas
(Figure 2), that is, the seasonal shift of the intertropical
convergence zone (ITCZ) over the tropical oceans and the
change in the location of the respective summer season
maximum over the tropical continent. The ECHAM-4 T30
experiment (Figures 2c and 2d) shows the strongest resem-
blance to the NCEP-NCAR data in both DJF and JJA
(Figures 2a and 2b), but it also represents a long-term mean
averaged over an almost identical time period. The precip-
itation is nonetheless somewhat underestimated over north-
ern tropical South America in JJA in both ECHAM
simulations. The ECHAM-4 T106 experiment overesti-
mates precipitation along the ITCZ over the tropical
Oceans, especially in JJA and features a too strong meri-
dional precipitation gradient toward the north and south of
the ITCZ (Figures 2e and 2f ). GISS CTR-NORM and to a
lesser degree GISS CTR-RAIS also overestimate precipita-
tion along the ITCZ in DJF, but both models underestimate
the precipitation maximum over Central America in JJA.
Because of their coarser resolution, they are also unable to
resolve some of the mesoscale features associated with
summer precipitation. When comparing the simulated pre-
cipitation fields with the NCEP-NCAR data, it should be
kept in mind that NCEP-NCAR precipitation, although
capturing the broad climatological patterns, is itself some-
what biased over tropical South America. Costa and Foley
[1998], for example, have shown that artificial undulations
occur next to the Andes, such as the wet/dry/wet pattern
seen in Figure 2a near the Central Andes, and Liebmann et
al. [1998] concluded that the amplitude of the annual cycle
over tropical South America is too small in the NCEP-
NCAR data.
[15] The surface temperature field in Figure 3 is also well
reproduced by all models. The major deficiency is associ-
ated with the high topography, which is not resolved well
enough in the ECHAM-4 T30 (Figures 3c and 3d) and the
GISS CTR-NORM (Figures 3g and 3h) experiments. This
leads to temperatures that are too high when compared to
the NCEP-NCAR data (Figures 3a and 3b). The GISS CTR-
RAIS experiment (Figures 3i and 3j) and the high-resolution
simulation ECHAM-4 T106 (Figures 3e and 3f ), however,
are able to reproduce the colder temperatures at high
elevations in the Andes, although the cold wedge is too
broad due to the coarser resolution in the GISS CTR-RAIS
experiment. The ECHAM-4 T106 experiment, on the other
hand, features higher temperatures than the NCEP-NCAR
fields or any of the other models. This may be partially
caused by the more recent time period (1979–1998) with
higher average SST over which the T106 experiment was
integrated. Finally, differences between the models and
NCEP-NCAR reanalysis data over oceanic regions may
also reflect the use of different SST data sets.
3.2. Spatial Distribution of D18O in Precipitation
[16] The annual mean composition of d18O in precipita-
tion is reproduced in a satisfactory way by all model
experiments (Figure 4). Since precipitation in the tropics
and subtropics shows a strong seasonality, a simple average
based on the monthly d18O data would be heavily biased
toward the drier months. All fields in Figure 4 have there-
fore been weighted by the amount of precipitation in each
month before averaging. The heaviest values occur over the
oceans, especially in the dry regions of the subtropical
anticyclones. The most depleted values over the oceans
are associated with the ITCZ, which leaves a distinct
imprint of more negative values near the equator. A stronger
Figure 2. (opposite) Long-term average precipitation (in mm/day) for DJF (left column) and JJA (right column). (a–b)
NCEP-NCAR reanalysis (1961–1990), (c–d) ECHAM-4 T30 (1961–1990), (e–f ) ECHAM-4 T106 (1979–1998), (g–h)
GISS II CTR-NORM, and (i–j) GISS II CTR-RAIS. Contour intervals are 2, 4, 8, and 12 mm/day, and values >4 (8) mm/
day are shaded in light (dark) gray.
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depletion occurs near the northern and southern edges of
the study area toward the midlatitudes. This is especially
apparent over the continental US. Finally, the effects of
continentality and altitude are apparent in the observational
data. That is, regions further inland and at higher elevations
show increasingly depleted values; these are features which
are reproduced by the models to some extent and discussed
in more detail in section 3.4. The correlation coefficients
between annual mean precipitation-weighted d18O of the 62
IAEA stations and the corresponding grid cell values from
the model simulations are as follows: GISS-CTR-NORM,
0.79; GISS-CTR-RAIS, 0.79; ECHAM-4-T30, 0.44; and
Figure 3. (opposite) As in Figure 2, but for surface air temperature (2 m above ground, in C). Contour intervals are 3C,
and values >24C (27C) are shaded in light (dark) gray.
Figure 4. Annual mean d18O of precipitation in (a) IAEA station data (varying record lengths) and
modern ice core records from Quelccaya, Huascara´n, and Sajama [Thompson et al., 1985, 1995, 1998],
(b) ECHAM-4 T30 (1950–1994), (c) ECHAM-4 T106 (1979–1998), (d) GISS II CTR-NORM, and (e)
GISS II CTR-RAIS. The annual mean of d18O is weighted by the monthly mean precipitation amount.
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ECHAM-4-T106, 0.69. It should be kept in mind that these
correlations compare simulated data with varying periods
of model integration (Table 1) and IAEA data, which are
often based on very short periods of observation. The
magnitudes of the resulting correlation coefficients are,
therefore, not directly comparable between the various
models.
3.3. Seasonality of Precipitation
[17] Figure 5 shows the difference between the weighted
mean d18O values for austral (DJF) and boreal summer
(JJA) illustrating the ability of the models to accurately
portray the modern seasonality of precipitation. Four dis-
tinct latitudinal zones can be identified in the observational
data (Figure 5a) with a coherent signal of positive or
negative values. In the midlatitudes of the northern (south-
ern) hemisphere, the d18O difference DJF-JJA is negative
(positive) because temperature represents the dominant
controlling factor on the seasonal timescale and values are
more depleted during the winter season, DJF (JJA). Toward
lower latitudes, however, the signal shows a distinct reversal
in both hemispheres with more depleted values during the
respective summer season. Here on the seasonal timescale,
the d18O value is clearly controlled by the precipitation
Figure 5. DJF-JJA d18O of precipitation for (a) IAEA station data, (b) ECHAM-4 T30, (c) ECHAM-4
T106, (d) GISS II CTR-NORM, and (e) GISS II CTR-RAIS.
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amount and therefore more depleted values occur during the
rainy season, that is, in JJA (DJF) to the north (south) of the
equator. The change from precipitation to temperature
controlled d18O value is thus marked by the northward limit
of tropical summer precipitation in both hemispheres [Ara-
gua´s-Aragua´s et al., 1998]. Annually resolved d18O paleo-
records along this boundary might offer the potential to
reconstruct paleomonsoon intensity and the past extent of
the ITCZ. Both the ECHAM-4 model (Figures 5b and 5c)
and the GISS II control experiments (Figures 5d and 5e)
simulate the spatial extent of the different zones as indicated
by the IAEA station data (Figure 5a). The only notable
Figure 6. Continental gradient of d18O of precipitation and precipitation amount across the Amazon
basin from Atlantic coast at 35W to the Andean crest at 80W. (a) Annual mean d18O (in permil,
weighted by precipitation), (b) annual mean precipitation (mm), (c) as in Figure 6a but for MAM, (d)
as in Figure 6b but for MAM, (e) as in Figure 6a but for SON, and (f ) as in figure 6b but for SON.
Model and NCEP-NCAR data are latitudinal average between approximately 0 and 10S (depending
on grid size) including grid cells over land only; station data shows IAEA observations between 0 and
10S. Error bars extend to one standard deviation on either side of long-term mean. Numbers in legend
refer to continental slope, that is the change in d18O per unit longitude (in %/) between 35 and
70W.
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exception occurs over the West African summer monsoon
region, where the more depleted values in JJA are not
apparent in the GISS II simulations.
3.4. Continentality and Altitude Effect
[18] The effect of continentality and altitude on the d18O
composition of precipitation is investigated along a transect
through tropical South America, following the major tra-
jectory of moisture from the Atlantic coast near 35Wacross
the Amazon basin toward the tropical Andean ridge near
80W (Figure 6). Rather than showing the continentality
effect for austral and boreal summers, we chose the main
rainy (MAM) and dry seasons (SON) over the Amazon
basin to discuss the effects of water vapor transport, rainout,
and evapotranspiration on the d18O composition of precip-
itation. During the rainy season (MAM), the values are
more depleted than during the dry season (SON), but the
general isotopic depletion as air masses move inland clearly
occurs in both seasons, thus contradicting the assumption of
no dry season depletion, made in earlier attempts to interpret
the stable isotopic record of tropical Andean ice cores
[Grootes et al., 1989].
[19] Not all model experiments are able to capture the
essential features of both the effects of continentality and
altitude in a similar way. While the GISS control runs show
a depletion of 0.07%/ longitude, which is quite similar to
observations (0.1%/ longitude); the inland depletion is
too weak in the ECHAM-4 models during MAM and
realistically simulated only during the dry season. As a
result, ECHAM-4 T30 has d18O values over the tropical
Andes near 80, which are too enriched. There are several
reasons that may account for this deficit, but most impor-
tantly, the precipitation amount is underestimated in both
ECHAM simulations over the eastern Amazon basin (Fig-
ures 6b, 6d, and 6f ). This deficit in simulated rainout along
the trajectory of air masses moving inland results in more
enriched d18O values.
[20] The altitude effect between 70 and 80W, however,
is correctly simulated in the higher-resolution version of the
ECHAM-4 model (T106), which thus also produces more
realistic d18O values over the tropical Andes. While both
GISS control runs nicely simulate the continentality effect,
GISS-CTR-NORM shows essentially no altitude effect due
to the poor representation of the Andean topography. GISS-
CTR-RAIS, however, simulates d18O values that are much
more depleted and quite similar to the observed data over
the tropical Andes, particularly for the annual mean and the
dry season.
3.5. Moisture Source Contributions
[21] Figure 7 shows the annual mean contribution (in
percent) of source regions to precipitation in each grid cell
over the tropical Americas for the GISS II 1980–1997
simulation and the ECHAM-4 T30 CTR run. Each plot
shows the contribution of one source region, outlined in
green for clarity, to modeled precipitation over all grid cells.
The source regions are the same as shown in Figure 1. The
contribution from each source is only shown over grid cells
where it contributes at least 5% to the annual mean
precipitation. For example, the Central Andes (marked with
a ‘‘cross’’ in Figures 7a–7i) receive precipitation from only
four different moisture source areas: 70% from tropical
South America (Figure 7e), 15% from the tropical North
Atlantic (Figure 7f ), 5% from subtropical South America
(Figure 7h) and 10% from the tropical South Atlantic
(Figure 7i). Generally, the contribution of a local source is
higher over the oceans, while land areas, such as the
southern United States or tropical and subtropical South
America, experience a high contribution of moisture influx
from the tropical Atlantic, and in the case of the US, also
from the subtropical North Pacific. Their precipitation is
thus a mix of continental, reevaporated moisture, and long-
range transport from an oceanic source. The modeled vapor
transport is similar between the two models, given the
differences in the source region delineations between the
two experiments. The most apparent differences are related
to the long-range water vapor transport, which seems much
more restricted in the GISS simulation. Nonetheless, the
results from both simulations are largely consistent with
evidence from observational studies indicating significant
moisture influx from the tropical Atlantic into the South
American continent [e.g., Victoria et al., 1991; Eltahir and
Bras, 1994; Rao et al., 1996; Vuille et al., 1998; Costa and
Foley, 1999; Curtis and Hastenrath, 1999], while the low-
level inversion over the eastern Pacific and the blocking
effect of the Andes allows no moisture to penetrate eastward
into the continent [Garreaud et al., 2003].
[22] A comparison of the two GISS II control experi-
ments (not shown) further indicates that the raised top-
ography leads to a more realistic separation of precipitation
evaporating from sources to the east and the west of the
Andes. The contribution of moisture evaporating over
tropical South America to precipitation over the Pacific,
for example, is largely reduced, and a higher fraction is
transported poleward instead, contributing to local precip-
itation over the subtropical continent, consistent with
observations [e.g., Berri and Inzunza, 1993; Nogue´s-Pae-
gele and Mo, 1997]. The variability on interannual time-
scales is rather low, that is the percent contribution from the
different moisture sources to a given grid cell’s precipitation
remains fairly constant over time, which may reflect the
limited long-range water vapor transport simulated in the
GISS model. Even during El Nin˜o and La Nin˜a years, when
the absolute precipitation amounts can undergo large fluc-
Figure 7. (opposite) Annual mean contribution (in percent) of source regions to precipitation in each grid cell. (a–i) GISS
II model (1980–1997) and ( j–q) ECHAM-4 T30 CTR simulation. Note that source regions, outlined in green for clarity,
are somewhat different between the two models (see Figure 1). (Figures 7a and 7j) North America (source region A);
(Figures 7b and 7k) tropical North Pacific (B); (Figures 7c and 7l) tropical North Atlantic (C); (Figures 7d and 7m)
equatorial Pacific (D); (Figures 7e and 7n) tropical South America (E); (Figures 7f and 7o) equatorial Atlantic (F); (Figures
7g and 7p) tropical South Pacific (G), (Figure 7h) subtropical South America (H); and (Figures 7i and 7q) tropical South
Atlantic (I). Results are only shown where the respective source region contributes >5% to annual precipitation total.
‘‘Cross’’ denotes location of the Central Andes (see text for detailed interpretation).
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tuations in certain regions, the relative contributions from
the various sources remain quite similar [see Vuille et al.,
2003].
3.6. Interannual Variability (ENSO)
[23] A further aspect of evaluating model performances is
to assess their capability to simulate interannual climate
changes. ENSO is the strongest climatic signal on interan-
nual timescales and has a significant imprint on climate in
many parts of the tropical Americas [e.g., Bradley et al.,
1987; Aceituno, 1988, 1989; Kiladis and Diaz, 1989;
Halpert and Ropelewski, 1992; Ropelewski and Halpert,
1996]. In order to analyze how realistically the simulations
portray the ENSO relationship with different climate vari-
ables over the tropical Americas, we compared the correla-
tion field between the NINO3.4 index (sea surface
temperature anomalies (SSTA) averaged over 5N–5S;
120W–170W) and both simulated and observed surface
climates. Figure 8 shows the NINO3.4 correlation with
monthly surface temperature anomalies in the NCEP-
NCAR reanalysis data and model simulations. The right
column shows regions with a significant positive (negative)
correlation at the 95% confidence level, based on a two-
tailed Student’s t-test, shaded in dark (light) gray. All
models reproduce the well-known warming (cooling) of
the tropics associated with the ENSO warm (cold) phase.
The inverse relationship between ENSO and temperature
response in the midlatitudes of both hemispheres is identi-
cally captured by all three experiments, although it seems to
be overestimated by the simulations over southern South
America. The only major discrepancy occurs over the
tropical South Atlantic where the two shorter simulations
GISS II and ECHAM-4 T106 produce a negative correlation
between surface temperature and the NINO3.4 index. How-
ever, if the correlation is calculated for the same short time
period in the reanalysis data, it is apparent there as well (not
shown). This discrepancy is thus most likely produced by a
change in the ENSO influence over this region during the
last 20 years. The lack of significant correlations over the
tropical Atlantic in the GISS II and ECHAM-4 T106
simulations results from the short period of integration
and thus the reduced degrees of freedom, but the GISS II
experiment also fails to reproduce a significant correlation
over parts of tropical South America.
[24] A composite analysis is used to analyze the ENSO
influence on precipitation. The first (third) row in Figure 9
represents the precipitation difference (in percent) between
El Nin˜o and La Nin˜a periods during DJF (JJA), with
precipitation during El Nin˜o considered as 100%. The row
below shows the regions, which feature a significant pre-
cipitation difference between these two extreme phases of
ENSO, shaded in gray. El Nin˜o (La Nin˜a) phases used in
this composite analysis are based on a definition similar to
the one by Trenberth [1997], but we used a slightly higher
threshold (0.5C instead of 0.4C) and a slightly different
reference period (1951–1980 instead of 1950–1979) to
compute the monthly anomalies. An El Nin˜o (La Nin˜a)
event thus occurred if the 5-month running mean of SSTA
in the NINO3.4 region exceeds (or remains below) 0.5C
(0.5C) for at least 6 consecutive months. The ENSO
periods based on this definition are listed in Table 2.
[25] The major ENSO-related precipitation anomalies
over the tropical Americas are captured by the NCEP-NCAR
reanalysis composites in DJF (Figure 9a) and JJA (Figure
9e). In DJF, these anomalies include an El Nin˜o-induced
precipitation deficit over the southern Carribean [e.g., Gian-
nini et al., 2000], northern tropical South America [e.g.,
Aceituno, 1988; Rogers, 1988; Hastenrath, 1990; Poveda
and Mesa, 1997], and the tropical Andes [Vuille, 1999; Vuille
et al., 2000a, 2000b; Garreaud and Aceituno, 2001; Gar-
reaud et al., 2003] and a precipitation surplus over the
eastern equatorial Pacific and the west coast of South
America [e.g., Horel and Cornejo-Garrido, 1986; Goldberg
et al., 1987; Deser and Wallace, 1990; Tapley and Waylen,
1990; Bendix, 2000] and the southern United States [e.g.,
Montroy, 1997]. All simulations reproduce the El Nin˜o-
related precipitation increase over the eastern equatorial
Pacific and the decrease over northern tropical South Amer-
ica extending into the tropical North Atlantic, consistent with
results from previous studies [e.g., Moron et al., 1998].
There are, however, also significant differences between the
three experiments. The ECHAM-4 T30 simulation under-
estimates the precipitation increase over the equatorial
Pacific and produces a negative precipitation difference near
the coast of South America (Figure 9b). The ECHAM-4 T30
and the GISS II simulations both fail to reproduce the wet
conditions associated with El Nin˜o over the southern United
States. The T106 simulation on the other hand, due to the
steep meridional precipitation gradient across the equator
described in section 3.1, underestimates the latitudinal extent
of the ENSO-related precipitation anomaly over the equato-
rial Pacific (Figure 9c).
[26] In JJA the ENSO-signal is usually less prominent in
the tropics but instead shows a strong teleconnection pattern
to the southern hemisphere midlatitudes [e.g., Mo and
Higgins, 1998; Garreaud and Battisti, 1999]. Indeed, the
NCEP-NCAR reanalysis field features a significant precip-
itation surplus during El Nin˜o (as compared to La Nin˜a)
over the midlatitudes of South America (Figure 9e). This is
consistent with evidence from Chile and Argentina [e.g.,
Rutllant and Fuenzalida, 1991; Montecinos et al., 2000],
Uruguay [e.g., Pisciottano et al., 1994; Diaz et al., 1998],
and southern Brazil [Grimm et al., 1998, 2000]. The
ECHAM simulations quite accurately portray the southern
hemisphere midlatitude precipitation field associated with
ENSO (Figures 9f and 9g), but the GISS experiment
erroneously produces a precipitation decrease during El
Nin˜o as compared to La Nin˜a years (Figure 9h). The
precipitation surplus in SE Brazil during El Nin˜o years is
apparent in the ECHAM models, but the deficit to the north
over NE Brazil is too strong and displaced anomalously far
to the south, and the T106 simulation underestimates the
Figure 8. (opposite) Correlation between NINO3.4 SSTA and monthly surface temperature anomalies. Left column
shows correlation pattern, right column shows regions with significant positive (negative) correlation at the 95% confidence
level in dark (light) gray shading. (a) NCEP-NCAR reanalysis (1950–1998), (b) ECHAM-4 T30 (1950–1994), (c)
ECHAM-4 T106 (1979–1998), and (d) GISS II (1980–1997).
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mean total precipitation amount in Central Brazil (Figure
9g). The GISS model fails to reproduce this SE Brazil
precipitation anomaly and generally lacks much of the
spatial coherence of the ENSO-related precipitation signal,
apparent both in NCEP-NCAR reanalysis and ECHAM
simulations.
4. Climatic Controls on D18O
[27] Many studies have demonstrated the seasonal
dependence of d18O composition on precipitation amount
at low latitudes [e.g., Rozanski and Aragua´s-Aragua´s, 1995;
Aragua´s-Aragua´s et al., 1998; Garcı´a et al., 1998; Aravena
et al., 1999]. Since we are more interested in relationships
on interannual and longer timescales, all analyses in this and
the following sections are based on anomalies, with the
seasonal cycle removed by subtracting the long-term
monthly mean from individual monthly values.
4.1. Temperature
[28] Figure 10 shows the correlation between monthly
anomalies of d18O in precipitation and temperature in each
grid box. The only physically meaningful relationship
between temperature and d18O involves a positive correla-
tion [Dansgaard, 1964]. In the observational data, such a
positive correlation clearly dominates over the continents,
except over southern South America (Figure 10d). Signifi-
cant positive correlations, however, are limited to the
Amazon basin, southern Brazil, and the southeastern United
States. The ECHAM simulations (Figures 11a and 11b)
show a strong land-sea contrast in their correlation field,
which, although confirmed to some extent by observations,
seems to indicate a stronger influence of the prescribed SST
over the oceans than over land, as compared to the GISS
model. The GISS model on the other hand, is unable to
reproduce the observed significant positive correlation over
tropical South America. This positive relationship between
temperature and d18O anomalies seems to support the notion
of a temperature influence on the d18O composition of
precipitation at interannual and longer timescales [Thomp-
son et al., 2000]. However, warm (cold) anomalies over
tropical South America tend to coincide with dry (wet)
episodes, and the significant relationship in Figure 10 might
partly reflect the correlation between the two climatic
controls, temperature and precipitation. The inspection of
the temporal slope of the interannual d18O-temperature
relationship based on the IAEA stations with a significant
correlation (not shown) renders further support for this
notion. The only station in midlatitudes with a significant
correlation (Cape Hatteras) features an interannual slope of
0.43%/C, somewhat lower than the 0.6%/C commonly
used in mid- and high-latitude studies [e.g., Rozanski et al.,
1992]. The tropical stations in the Amazon and southern
Brazil on the other hand, which also indicated a significant
d18O dependence on temperature on interannual timescales,
feature unusually high slopes of 1.64%/C (Belem), 1.58%/
C (Brasilia), 1.28%/C (Manaus), and 1.13%/C (Sao
Gabriel), respectively.
4.2. Precipitation Amount
[29] Precipitation anomalies are significantly negatively
correlated with the d18O values on interannual timescales
throughout the tropical Americas (Figure 11), in accordance
with the classic ‘‘amount effect’’ theory [Dansgaard, 1964].
This relationship is apparent in the correlation field with the
IAEA network (Figure 11d), where the vast majority of the
stations feature a significant correlation. All three simula-
tions confirm this result and show significant correlations
everywhere, except for the most arid zones, influenced by
the subtropical anticyclones. All stations that featured a
significant correlation of their d18O anomalies with temper-
ature, are also significantly correlated with the precipitation
amount. In the interior of tropical South America, however,
the relationship is insignificant at several stations, which
might be caused by poor data quality or short time series of
the IAEA data or reflect evapotranspiration processes,
which tend to mask the correlation between d18O and the
precipitation amount over the Amazon basin [e.g., Gon-
fiantini, 1985]. The interannual temporal slope of the d18O-
precipitation relationship (not shown) shows a wide range
but the majority cluster between 0.4 and 0.8%/100 mm.
Much of the spatial variability of the temporal slope can be
attributed to the different geographic positions of the IAEA
stations. High elevation inland locations such as the
Andean stations La Paz (4071 m: 1.82%/100 mm),
Izobamba (3058 m: 1.12%/100 mm), Bogota (2547 m:
3.50%/100 mm) or Salta (1187m: 1.61%/100 mm),
Figure 9. (opposite) Difference in precipitation (in percent) between El Nin˜o and La Nin˜a periods for DJF (top row) and
JJA (third row from top) based on: (column 1) NCEP-NCAR reanalysis data (1951–1998); (column 2) ECHAM-4 T30
(1951–1994); (column 3) ECHAM-4 T106 (1979–1998); and (column 4) GISS II (1980–1997). Regions with less than 1
mm precipitation (long-term average) are shaded gray. Second (fourth) row show regions with precipitation that is
significantly different at the 95% level between El Nin˜o and La Nin˜a periods during DJF (JJA) based on two-tailed
Student’s t-test. Regions with significantly higher precipitation during El Nin˜o (La Nin˜a) are shaded in dark (light) gray.
Please note the color scheme; blue (red) colors denote increased (decreased) precipitation during El Nin˜o periods.
Table 2. El Nin˜o and La Nin˜a Periods Between 1951 and 1998a
El Nin˜o Events La Nin˜a Events
May 1957 to June 1958 July 1954 to March 1956
July 1963 to January 1964 May 1964 to January 1965
May 1965 to May 1966 July 1970 to January 1972
October 1968 to February 1970 June 1973 to May 1974
May 1972 to March 1973 April 1975 to April 1976
September 1976 to February 1977 October 1984 to May 1985
April 1982 to June 1983 May 1988 to May 1989
August 1986 to February 1988 September 1995 to March 1996
April 1991 to July 1992 July 1998 to December 1998
August 1994 to March 1995
April 1997 to April 1998
aAn El Nin˜o (La Nin˜a) event is defined as a phase of at least 6
consecutive months in which the 5-month running mean of SSTA in the
NINO3.4 region exceeds (or remains below) 0.5C (0.5C). The reference
period for the SSTA is 1951–1980.
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feature a much steeper than average slope, while coastal
lowland stations, e.g., Fortaleza (27 m: 0.19%/100 mm),
Salvador (45 m: 0.26%/100 mm) and Ceara Mirim (8 m:
0.34%/100 mm) are at the other end of the spectrum.
4.3. Moisture Source
[30] To investigate the influence of varying moisture
sources (cf. Figure 7) to a local d18O signal, we first
correlated the monthly d18O anomalies in each grid cell
with the percent contribution anomaly of each source
(Figure 12). Because the tagging capability was imple-
mented in the control run of the ECHAM-4 model only
(see Table 1), we here limit the discussion to the results
from the GISS II simulation. To avoid spurious correlations
in regions where a particular moisture source is of no
relevance, we further limited the analysis to correlations
over the grid cells that receive at least 5% of their annual
mean precipitation from that particular source. A similar
analysis has recently been presented on a global scale by
Cole et al. [1999], although their simulation was based on a
8lat.  10long. grid with the conventional GISS II top-
ography, and a less detailed source region delineation in the
tropics. Over the tropical oceans positive correlations dom-
inate, which indicates that a higher amount of local (non-
local) precipitation is associated with more enriched
(depleted) d18O values. This result is to be expected and
reflects the gradual rainout and increasingly depleted com-
position of water vapor along its trajectory. The farther from
its evaporative source that water vapor contributes to local
precipitation, the more negative is therefore the correlation
with the local d18O signal. The major exception to this rule
occurs over the Amazon basin, where the local source
contribution is negatively correlated with the d18O compo-
sition of precipitation (Figure 12e). This inverse relationship
may reflect the recycling of already depleted precipitation
over the tropical continent, leading to more negative d18O
values than precipitation originating from moisture evapo-
rating upstream over the tropical Atlantic. Indeed, the
correlation of d18O anomalies over the Amazon basin with
moisture contribution from the tropical Atlantic is positive
over the entire northern part of the basin (Figure 12f ). It
appears that considering the effects of continental moisture
recycling is crucial to understanding the isotopic signal in
areas where recycled water amounts to a substantial part of
the total precipitation [e.g., Koster et al., 1993].
[31] Another way of looking at the influence of different
moisture sources on a grid cell’s d18O signal is to separate
the monthly d18O, which represents a mix of all source
regions contributing to precipitation at the given grid box
and month, into its regional source components. Figure 13
shows the simulated annual mean precipitation-weighted
d18O composition of precipitation over the tropical Amer-
icas, based on the ECHAM-4 T30 CTR simulation, for each
of the moisture sources presented in Figure 1b. Again, the
d18O signal is only plotted where a particular source con-
tributes at least 5% to the annual mean precipitation.
However, it should be kept in mind that the results for the
GISS II model (Figure 12) are based on an 18-year
integration using observed SST between 1980 and 1997,
while the ECHAM-4 T30 results (Figure 13) are based on a
10-year control run with climatological SST. In addition, the
source regions are slightly different between the two experi-
ments as outlined in section 2 and Figure 1. Overall, the
results from the ECHAM-4 T30 CTR simulation are con-
sistent with the correlation analysis in Figure 12. Clearly,
the d18O signal is the most enriched if it precipitates over the
original source region, while a long transport distance leads
to an increased depletion in heavy isotopes. Accordingly,
the d18O composition of precipitation over a given grid cell
varies significantly, depending on the precipitation source.
Over the southern United States for example, the d18O value
is most negative if precipitation originates over the equato-
rial Pacific (Figure 13d), while it is most enriched if the
source is the North American continent itself (Figure 13a).
Moisture evaporating over the equatorial and northern
Atlantic (Figures 13c and 13f) and precipitating over the
United States has an intermediate signature. A similar
picture emerges over the tropical Andes, where values are
most depleted if the precipitation originates from far
upstream over the equatorial Atlantic (Figure 13f), consis-
tent with the results from the GISS experiment. The
enriched precipitation over the Andes originating from the
South American continent itself, however (Figure 13e),
shows the lack of realistic altitude and continentality effects
in the ECHAM-4 T30 model, as discussed in section 3.4.
4.4. ENSO
[32] Since temperature, precipitation amount, and to some
extent also moisture source contribution are all affected by
ENSO, and they are at the same time major controlling
factors on the stable isotopic content of precipitation, it is
interesting to see if the d18O signal in precipitation shows a
significant response to ENSO-related climatic changes as
well [e.g., Cole et al., 1993]. The evidence based on the
IAEA observational network (Figure 14d) indicates that the
d18O in precipitation is significantly more enriched
(depleted) during the warm (cold) phase of ENSO over
tropical South America. Over the north Atlantic, the eastern
equatorial Pacific and southern South America the signal is
reversed, that is, more enriched (depleted) values are related
to La Nin˜a (El Nin˜o) periods, which is consistent with other
observations [e.g., Bird, 1988], although none of the corre-
lations reach the 95% confidence level. All three model
simulations are able to capture this general pattern, which is
quite surprising, given the fact that their capability of
correctly assessing the ENSO-related precipitation anoma-
lies seemed somewhat limited (Figure 9). Notwithstanding,
the experiments all feature significant positive correlations
Figure 10. (opposite) Correlation between monthly anomalies in d18O of precipitation and surface temperature in each
grid box. Left column shows correlation pattern, right column shows regions with significant positive (negative) correlation
at the 95% confidence level in dark (light) gray shading. (a) ECHAM-4 T30 (1950–1994), (b) ECHAM-4 T106 (1979–
1998), (c) GISS II (1980–1997), and (d) IAEA observational data, with significant correlations indicated by white cross.
Reference period for anomalies is entire length of record, except for ECHAM-4 T30 where it is 1961–1990.
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Figure 11. As in Figure 10 but for correlation between monthly anomalies of d18O in precipitation and
precipitation amount in each grid box.
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Figure 12. Correlation between monthly anomalies of d18O in precipitation in each grid cell and the
percent contribution anomaly of each source in the GISS II model (1980–1997). Moisture sources are the
same as in Figures 1 and 7 and outlined in yellow for clarity. Correlations are only shown for grid cells
where the respective source contributes >5% to the annual precipitation total. Reference period for
anomalies is entire length of record.
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over tropical South America extending into the tropical
Atlantic, and negative correlations over the eastern equato-
rial Pacific, the southeastern US (significant in the
ECHAM-4 T30 simulation only) and southern South Amer-
ica (insignificant in all experiments), all in accordance with
the observations.
[33] Obviously the change in the d18O values in the
tropics associated with ENSO is primarily a response to
changes in precipitation rather than temperature. The
ENSO-related temperature signal is of the same sign over
the tropical continent and the eastern Pacific (see Figure
8), while both precipitation and d18O show a distinct
dipole pattern with increased precipitation (depleted d18O
values) over the eastern equatorial Pacific and decreased
precipitation (enriched d18O values) over tropical South
America during the ENSO warm phase (Figures 9 and
14). The shift in the Walker circulation during ENSO is
the most likely cause to explain this dipole pattern seen in
both the observed and modeled precipitation and d18O
fields. In the midlatitudes (United States and southern
South America), the ENSO-related controls on d18O are
not as straightforward, because the observed depletion of
d18O in precipitation during El Nin˜o events could be
caused both by lower temperatures and/or increased
precipitation.
5. Summary and Conclusions
[34] The comparison between the different experiments
using the ECHAM-4 and GISS II AGCMs is encouraging.
Both models capture the essential features of surface climate
(temperature and precipitation) over the tropical Americas
in terms of both their spatial and temporal (seasonal to
interannual) characteristics. The spatial d18O distribution
over the tropical Americas is improved when a higher-
resolution model is used (ECHAM-4 T106), or a low-
resolution model is adjusted to provide a more realistic
Andean topography (GISS-II). This results in a more
accurate simulation of both surface temperature and d18O
over the Andes and thus an altitude effect comparable to
observations. Nonetheless, the continentality effect over the
Amazon basin is underestimated in the ECHAM experi-
ments, probably because the simulated precipitation is too
low over the eastern part of the basin. Unfortunately, the
lack of a dense observational stable isotope network pre-
cludes a detailed test of the model performance in some
parts of the tropical Americas.
[35] On interannual timescales, ENSO is the most impor-
tant factor causing climatic fluctuations over the tropical
Americas. The surface temperature change associated with
ENSO is nicely reproduced in both models. The major
ENSO-induced precipitation anomalies, such as the precip-
itation increase over the eastern tropical Pacific or the
decrease over tropical South America, are also correctly
simulated, but considerable discrepancies occur in the
precipitation fields on a regional scale.
[36] Anomalies of d18O are significantly negatively
correlated with anomalies in the precipitation amount
throughout almost the entire region, except for the large
subsidence areas of the dry subtropics. This is consistent
with the rather short and sparse records available from
IAEA-GNIP. Over the continents, d18O anomalies are
positively correlated with surface temperature. However,
correlations are much weaker than for precipitation
amount and significant in limited regions such as the
Amazon basin only. While the ECHAM model is able to
simulate this relationship suggested by the IAEA-GNIP
observational data, the GISS model fails to reproduce the
positive correlation over tropical South America. Both
models accurately portray the water vapor transport and
the gradual rainout and increasingly depleted composition
of water vapor along its trajectory. The farther from its
source that water vapor contributes to local precipitation,
the more negative is the correlation with the local d18O
signal.
[37] Finally, the ENSO-related variability of d18O in
precipitation is almost identical in all simulations and seems
to accurately portray what is known based on observational
evidence. The pronounced east-west pattern with negative
d18O-NINO3.4 correlations over the eastern tropical Pacific
and positive correlations over the tropical South American
continent resembles the precipitation response to ENSO.
The temperature response on the other hand is of the same
sign over both the Pacific Ocean and the tropical continent.
This indicates that the ENSO-signal in d18O may be caused
by an amount effect dominating over a simultaneous tem-
perature effect. Otherwise, one would expect to see a
coherent stable isotopic response of the same sign through-
out the tropics.
[38] Overall our results indicate that, in the tropical
Americas, d18O is most likely not a good indicator of just
one climatic variable, such as surface temperature or
precipitation amount at the site. Clearly, the stable isotopic
composition of precipitation is influenced by several
factors, which include precipitation amount, temperature,
source region contribution, and therefore also the atmos-
pheric circulation. Cole et al. [1999] recently reached
similar conclusions in their global modeling study and
argued that a complex combination of different factors
influence the d18O signal on different timescales. If this is
indeed the case, then it is not possible to attribute the d18O
signal preserved in ancient precipitation records such as
ice cores to a single climatic variable. A more integrated
view of climate variability, focusing on the dominant
modes such as ENSO, may thus be more helpful when
interpreting the d18O signal in precipitation of ancient
Figure 13. (opposite) Annual mean d18O signature of precipitation (in permil) associated with different moisture sources
in the ECHAM-4 T30 CTR simulation. (a) North America (source region A in Figure 1), (b) tropical North Pacific (B), (c)
tropical North Atlantic (C), (d) equatorial Pacific (D), (e) South America (E), (f ) equatorial Atlantic (F), (g) tropical South
Pacific (G), and (h) tropical South Atlantic (I). Annual mean d18O value is precipitation-weighted average of the monthly
mean data and only plotted where respective source contributes >5% to annual precipitation. Source regions are outlined in
gray for clarity.
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Figure 14. Correlation between NINO3.4 SSTA and monthly anomalies of d18O in precipitation. Left
column shows correlation pattern, right column shows regions with significant positive (negative)
correlation at the 95% confidence level in dark (light) gray shading. (a) ECHAM-4 T30 (1950–1994), (b)
ECHAM-4 T106 (1979–1998), (c) GISS II (1980–1997), and (d) IAEA observational data, with
significant correlations indicated by white cross. Reference period for anomalies is entire length of
record, except for ECHAM-4 T30, where it is 1961–1990.
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paleorecords, rather than trying to disentangle the compet-
ing effects of precipitation amount, temperature, and
moisture source contribution.
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